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Abstract. Software analysis tools apply monitors to retrieve state infor-
mation about program executions. Unfortunately such observation intro-
duces the probe effect, which means that analysis data are influenced by
the monitor’s requirements to computing time and space. Additionally,
nondeterministic parallel programs may yield different execution pat-
terns due to alterations of event ordering at race conditions. In order to
correct these intrusions, two activities are carried out. Firstly, the mon-
itor overhead is removed by recalculating event occurrence times based
on measurements of the occurred delay. Secondly, event manipulation
and program replay is applied at places, where reordering of events has
occurred. The resulting data describes the program’s execution without
monitoring.

1 Introduction

Performance analysis and error detection rely on observations of program state
information that are generated by monitoring tools during execution. Since anal-
ysis facilities assume that valid data have been obtained, correctness of the mon-
itor’s results is crucial. A main problem is the probe effect [1] which means, that
a program’s execution is perturbed by observation. The critical issue is the size
of the monitor overhead, which consists of the time spent in the instrumented
code and the amount of memory needed by the monitor [5].

As a consequence, a primary goal of software monitoring tools must be to gen-
erate very small monitor overhead. Yet, even the smallest overhead will introduce
an execution delay of the target program, which influences the occurrence time
of events. Thus, the data describes events that occurred later in time compared
to an execution without monitoring. An additional problem to the displacement
of observed events is introduced with nondeterministic behavior. In that case,
different executions may be observed in successive program runs, even if the
same input data are provided. Furthermore, analysis data may not reflect the
same execution as if monitoring were turned off, and errors may be hidden in
program branches not taken during the monitored execution.

This paper describes an overhead correction algorithm for the topics men-
tioned above. It targets on MPI-programs [6], where nondeterminism is intro-
duced at so-called wild card receives. Such receives do not specify the origin of a
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message, but instead provide a special parameter to accept a message from any
available process, and different messages may be accepted at a corresponding
receive event [8]. In fact, if two or more messages are racing towards the receive,
their order may be determined by different processor speeds, scheduling deci-
sions, cache contents, or conflicts on the network. Therefore, it is unpredictable
which message may be accepted and different executions of the same program
may occur, even if the same input data are provided.

2 Correcting the Monitor Overhead

Perturbation of programs as described above occurs in two areas, time and space.
We are concentrating on perturbation of monitor data in time, which can be
classified into delay of event occurrence, and alteration of event ordering [5].
An example for both perturbations is displayed in figure 1. Two executions are
visualized as space-time diagrams, with the time on the horizontal axis and the
processes arranged vertically. The arcs between the process axes are communi-
cation events, with the tip of the arc pointing to the receiver.
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Fig. 1. Perturbation of program execution due to monitor overhead

A problem during correction of monitor traces is clock synchronization, which
is required because most parallel and distributed systems do not have a global
clock. In that case, times on different processors are not comparable, and arti-
facts, like messages being received before sent, may occur. For synchronization,
we are experimenting with three approaches: an existing global clock (e.g. on
the IBM SP/2), simple clock synchronization with Lamport’s algorithm [3], and
extensive clock synchronization with Maillet’s method [4].

For the following sections we assume, that either a global clock exists or
clock synchronization has been performed. Then the correction algorithm starts
by computing the timings of each event. Other approaches ([5], [10]) have already
discussed this issue, and our approach for this first step of intrusion correction
is similar to [9], which was described for parallel systems based on threads.

In message passing systems the monitor overhead can be identified for non-
blocking sends and blocking receives as follows: for the send operation the over-
head is generated by monitor functionality before (tinit) and after (texit) the
original communication functions (tcomm). In addition, a receive operation may
be delayed by a certain amount of blocking (tblocking). Therefore, the times for
a generic send and receive function call are:

tsend = tinit + tcomm + texit treceive = tinit + tblocking + tcomm + texit
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Hence, the goal of the correction algorithm is to remove the times tinit and
texit from tsend and treceive for all events in the traces. (For simplification, we as-
sume tinit and texit to be equal for both send and receive events.) A critical point
is the blocking time, which can computed based on the assumption that commu-
nication time and monitor overhead is fixed. Please note, that communication
time means the amount of time spent in the communication function without
blocking, which is fixed, because the message is already available. Additionally
the monitor overhead is fixed because the activities of the monitor are the same
for similar events. These pre-defined portions of the formulae can be evaluated
independently from the program, and we apply standard measurements of the
SKaMPI benchmarks [7].

After collecting these measurements about the communication functions the
correction algorithm is applied to each event in the traces. If an event is a send
event, the new event time is computed as

tevent = tprec event − tprec exit + tsend − tinit

where tprec event and tprec exit denote the times of the preceding event and its
exit time, respectively. For receive events the corrections also have to follow Lam-
port’s rule, that messages can only be received after they have been transferred.
Thus it is important to determine the transfer time (ttrans) for communication
between processes, which can be evaluated before the correction algorithm with
benchmarks, or based on the times stored in the traces. The latter is possible,
since blocking is explicit and receives are waiting until messages are completely
available. In that case, the transfer time can be computed based on the times of
connected sends and receives as follows:

ttrans = (trecv − texit) − (tsend − texit)

The correction algorithm uses this transfer time to compute the new time
for the receive events with the following formula:

tevent = max(tprec event − tprec exit + treceive − tinit, tsend + ttransfer)

If these formulae are applied to all events in the tracefiles, the resulting trace
will contain corrected times as if monitoring would have been turned off. The
approach described so far is comparable to conservative approaches [9], which
treat nondeterministic events as if they would occur as specified in the traces.
However, this need not be the case for obvious reasons and the following section
tries to give a solution for that problem.

3 Correcting Nondeterministic Events

The problem of conservative approaches is, that reordering of events is not con-
sidered. Yet, if several messages are racing towards a wild card receive, it is
unpredictable, which one will succeed. The accepted message is always the mes-
sage, that arrived first at the receive. Thus, it is important to analyze the reasons
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that determine the message’s arrival date. Besides network transfer time, con-
tention, and scheduling decisions the most obvious prerequisite for the arrival
time is the injection time at the sender. From a set of messages being sent to a
common receiver, usually the first injected message will be the first to arrive.

However, since the event times of send and receive events are affected by the
monitor overhead, it is also possible that the overhead influences the injection
time of the messages. It could be, that the global order of send events is scram-
bled, leading to different arrival times of racing messages. In order to address
this problem, the previous approach is extended: For each wild card receive, we
determine the racing messages, which are all messages that are possibly accepted
at that particular receive [8]. For each of these racing messages we compute the
corrected time of the corresponding send event. This produces the following set
of send times for n racing messages:

Tsend = {tsend(1), tsend(1), . . . , tsend(n)}
Based on these send times, we can determine the new order of message arrival

by selecting the smallest value. This provides the new value for each wild card
receive as:

tevent = max(tprec event − tprec exit + treceive − tinit, min(Tsend + ttrans))

At present, we also assume, that the transfer time is equal between all pro-
cesses, and thus can be determined as above. For varying transfer times calcu-
lation has to be performed under consideration of the amount of data and the
distance between communicating processes.

After detecting an exchange of event ordering we apply two activities, event
manipulation and artificial replay. Both activities have been developed for the
MAD environment and serve the purpose of race condition analysis [2]. With
event manipulation we can define a different order of message arrival at wild
card receives. This is done by specifying the first message from the set of racing
messages that arrives at a particular point of exchange (POE). During replay
the program is re-executed under the following constraints:

– before the POE: all messages arrive in the order defined by the traces of a
previous program run.

– at the POE: the manipulated process waits until the user selected message
arrives. Since this is one of the racing messages, its arrival is guaranteed.

– after the POE: the process is executed again without control because the
following message transfer is unknown. It is unclear, how the exchanged
message order affects the future of the process.

It is important to notice, that only one event manipulation can be evaluated
per artificial replay, and only the first message to arrive can be specified. Due to
the nondeterministic behavior it is not possible to make any assumptions about
the execution after the POE. As a consequence, it may also be necessary to
apply event manipulation iteratively, if more than one wild card receive has to
be investigated.
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4 Conclusion

Monitor intrusion correction is an important issue for tool developers, that want
to provide correct and valid data for users. While existing correction algorithms
apply conservative approaches, which do not investigate the probability of event
reordering, our approach integrates event manipulation and artificial replay.
Therefore it is possible to correct the times of each event and additionally the
order of racing messages at wild card receives. Furthermore, by specifiying an
interval for the arrival time of racing messages, our approach can easily be ex-
tended to produce more than one single execution, which is believed to be the
program run without monitor, but at set of executions which certainly contains
the actual program run.
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